
Nick:
Mission Summary 10512.12
 
Nick:
Victor Regnum has left the station on his trip to Vulcan
 
Nick:
Mere moments after Admiral Hamilton promoted Commander Martin to Captain and gave her command of the station, as well as promote Lieutenant Commander Archen to Commander and assigned as XO there was a massive shockwave
 
Nick:
It was seen as a blast of light outside all windows of the station and a massive shudder to the station itself
 
Nick:
In the past half hour the crew have returned to their duty stations, eager to find the cause of this shockwave, oddly enough sensor logs show absolutely no shockwave at all, or anything to cause the flash and shudder.
 
Nick:
The U.S.S. Weasley was already out of the system before the shockwave hit and has reported that they are ok.
 
Nick:
<<<<< Begin "Fractured" >>>>>
 
XO Archen:
CO: Ma'am, nothing was on Sensors to explain that shockwave. I've checked the log three times already.
 
CMO Burton:
::Finishes working on the minor injuries::
 
CO Martin:
::nods at the XO:: XO: Well...if we can't find any cause for it, and no one was hurt, and nothing is damaged...I suppose we can't do anything else. We'll let it drop for now, unless something comes up again.
 
XO Archen:
CO: Cause for what Ma'am? I am saying that the logs never recorded anything even took place I mean other then the Weasley warping out.
 
CMO Burton:
Nurse: You are in charge in I get back. ::Exits sickbay for operations::
 
CO Martin:
::takes in what the XO just told her and then shakes her head:: XO: That can't be right...get a diagnostic check on the sensors...we saw it with our own eyes, we felt the station rumble.
 
XO Archen:
CO: Having the computer logs tampered with is nothing new. I could try pulling the nearest calling and tracking station to see i it recorded anything strange within the arcadia system?
 
Nick:
ACTION: Another blinding flash of light is seen on the main viewer and out all windows on the station and the station shudders violently, throwing people across the room
 
CMO Burton:
::Falls over in the turbo lift::
 
Nick:
ACTION: Sensors show absolutely nothing out of the ordinary
 
CO Martin:
::is thrown into the CO's chair, which she had been avoiding sitting in beforehand:: self: oof!
 
XO Archen:
::mans science one and checks immediate sensor logs again:: XO: Well, that felt real ..
 
CO Martin:
XO: Definitely get a hold of the nearest tracking station....and check with the ships docked here to see if any of them recorded anything on their sensors.
 
CO Martin:
::wonders silently if she's going crazy like Vic did...::
 
XO Archen:
::moves to operations 1and attempts a data retrieval with a tracking station just outside the Arcadia system::
 
XO Archen:
Self: darn no good ::confused:: CO: Nothing Captain
 
CO Martin:
::looks back at the XO and frowns:: XO: And the ships docked here?
 
CMO Burton:
::Exits the turbolift and enters operations:: XO: What was that?
 
XO Archen:
COM: All Docked Ships: This is Arcadia Operations requesting all ships check in with Operations with a Standard status report please. ::waits::
 
Nick:
<Ambassador Eldcrest> *Operations*: What on earth is going on here? I was taking a nap.
 
XO Archen:
CMO: No Idea Doctor you alright? Can you take the ops-console? ::moves to tactical:: ALL: Its about time we checked the structural integrity,
 
CO Martin:
::looks surprised at the voice:: XO:....Mister Archen....Didn't Ambassador Eldcrest die?
 
CMO Burton:
XO: Aye sir. ::Sits at the ops station::
 
XO Archen:
CO: Well, I don't recall a body would be more truthful but the Doctor ::looks in the CMOs direction:: Reported he had been stabbed.
 
CMO Burton:
CO: And the later disappeared.
 
Nick:
<Ambassador Eldcrest> ::walks into Operations:: All: Well? What the blazes is going on?

CMO Burton:
::Looks at the ambassador:: CO: The ambassador had been stabbed.
 
CO Martin:
::looks up, still thinking on whats just happened:: XO: Could you see if our other guests have returned as well? ::hopes he knows what she's talking about::
 
XO Archen:
::goes to a locked wall and arms himself with a phaser then pointing it now at the Federation Ambassador::
 
Nick:
<Ambassador Eldcrest> XO: Explain yourself, how dare you threaten me!
 
CMO Burton:
::Takes out his medical tricorder and scans the ambassador::
 
XO Archen:
CMO: Doctor you have Eldercest's Bio data on file, if so scan this person with your tricorder please ...
 
CO Martin:
::stands and smiles a little at the Ambassador:: Amb: Good to see you up and about, Ambassador....::frowns at the XO:: XO: Put the phaser away, Mister Archen, we won't find out what's going on if you start waving it around.
 
XO Archen:
::smiles at the Doctor::
 
CMO Burton:
XO: Aye sir, consider it done.
 
XO Archen:
CO: After the Doctor is done, if you don't mind Captain ..
 
CO Martin:
Amb: We thought you were dead...there were some very strange events during the conference, and you disappeared at the end.
 
CMO Burton:
XO: Perfect match sir.
 
XO Archen:
::slowly lowers his phaser but stows it in his uniform for now::
 
Nick:
<Ambassador Eldcrest> CO: I beg your pardon, the conference hasn't even begun yet, at least as far as I know. First you blow up my runabout, now you threaten me with phasers, what will the Delegates think when they arrive?
 
XO Archen:
Amb: No disrespect sir, but where in heck did you come from?
 
XO Archen:
Amb/CMO: Where have you been .. Doctor, do you know where he was stabbed?
 
CO Martin:
::walks up closer to the Ambassador:: Amb: Pardon me? The conference was several days ago...::looks confused now::
 
XO Archen:
::turns and checks shields and Structural integrity levels::
 
Nick:
<Ambassador Eldcrest> CO: What the devil are you talking about, I only arrived here a couple hours ago
 
CMO Burton:
XO: Knife to the chest sir.
 
XO Archen:
Self: Where is that damn tactical officer. I want a security detail handy ...
 
CO Martin:
::rubs her forehead:: self: This is not how I wanted to start my captainship...::turns to the XO:: XO: Is there anyone being held in the brig right now?
 
Nick:
<Ambassador Eldcrest> CO: You're the captain now? What about Captain Regnum, I thought he was just on vacation
 
XO Archen:
ALL: He clearly has no memory
 
XO Archen:
Amb: What day do you think it is
 
Nick:
<Ambassador Eldcrest> CO: Stardate 10510.17 of course
 
XO Archen:
Computer: What is the current time index and stardate now ..

Nick:
<Computer> Stardate 10512.12
 
XO Archen:
Amb: Well, we both can't be right
 
CMO Burton:
Eldcrest: May I examine you for a wound?
 
Nick:
<Ambassador Eldcrest> Self: 10512.12? How can that be?
 
XO Archen:
Amb: What is your last memory. And if you please bare with me just a little longer I need you to lift your shirt sir and reveal your chest a moment to the doctor.
 
Nick:
<Ambassador Eldcrest> XO: I was in sickbay having my wounds treated from the emergency beam out, then I was taken to quarters to rest until the delegations arrived, then I felt the station shake and contacted operations.
 
XO Archen:
Amb: You see, we saw .. well we thought we saw you die. The delegations where a complete disaster. The whole thing was staged and someone attempted to tear the station apart.
 
CO Martin:
::tilts her head to one side, listening to the conversation between the Ambassador and the XO::
 
Nick:
ACTION: As if on cue the station is rocked violently and there is another brilliant light, this time purple as soon as Archen finshes the word "apart".
 
XO Archen:
CMO: Maybe you should take the Ambassador down to Sickbay for a thorough checkup ... He clearly has had his memory wiped or has been in hibernation all this time.
 
CMO Burton:
All: I wish that would stop.
 
CMO Burton:
XO: Aye sir.
 
XO Archen:
CMO/CO: I'd like to know if he has any memory of the last few days. Blocked or otherwise.
 
 
CO Martin:
::nods:: XO: I'd like to know the same thing....it's almost like someone took his place after he was taken to his quarters...::trails off into thought::
 
XO Archen:
CO: Yes, disturbing thought
 
Nick:
ACTION: Sensors now show 2 ships in the system, one Weisen, the other Quitrani. Neither ship was anywhere on sensors before the flash
 
CMO Burton:
Eldcrest: Ambassador if you wouldn't mind following me to sickbay, if you please.
 
XO Archen:
:: both operations and science consoles beeps he runs to operations::
 
XO Archen:
CO: Captain we have 2 ships on scanners they are holding station. It's the delegation ships .....
 
XO Archen:
CO: Both of them!
 
TO MJDoole:
::arrive in OPS, from being on some downtime on the Holodeck, totally oblivious to what is going on::
 
XO Archen:
::scans the 2 ships for lifesigns::
 
CO Martin:
XO: Whaaaat?...Oh, this is lovely...how do we explain all this now?....
 
XO Archen:
TO: You're late, again ... I'm taking notes. Man your station Mr. Doole
 
CMO Burton:
::Pauses to see what the scans reveal::
 
Nick:
ACTION: Both ships cloak
 
TO MJDoole:
XO: Late? I was on approved down time by the Chief. What's up?
 
CO Martin:
::returns to her seat, looking at the viewing screen::
 
Nick:
ACTION: The ships decloak, but no longer appear to be their normal selves, now they would appear to be 2 identical unknown ships, each twice the size of both original ships put together and armed to the teeth.
 
XO Archen:
TO: Station, now .. We have 2 cloaked transports in our perimeter
 
CO Martin:
TO: I'll make sure to have a word with the new Chief, he obviously isn't quite as good at his job as Mister Archen was...XO: Whats happening with those ships?....::stares at the screen as they reappear:: 'Cause that doesn’t look good to me.
 
XO Archen:
CMO: take Operations 1 Again ... ::takes science one himself::
 
TO MJDoole:
XO::We got what? ::steps over to Tactical, and begins running tactical scans:: CO: I guess not. I thought he would have told you.
 
XO Archen:
CO: they are totally different configurations now ::checking sensors::
 
CO Martin:
::frowns:: XO: I've never seen ships like that....
 
CMO Burton:
XO: Aye sir> ::Sits down again:: Eldcrest: pardon me ambassador.
 
CO Martin:
CMO: Could you hail them please, Doc?
 
TO MJDoole:
CO/XO: Hoooolllyyyy Chalice of Reges. They are armed to the teeth with weaponry that isn't even in the databases
 
XO Archen:
ALL: I'll be damned these are the guys that put the engines on our hull or so I would guess. The engine designs matched I suggest we declare them possible hostile and go to red alert Captain.
 
CMO Burton:
CO: Aye sir. ::Tries hailing the vessels:: *Wiesen/Quitrani*: Wiesen, Quitrani please respond.
 
CO Martin:
::shakes her head at the XO:: XO: Only after we've spoken to them.
 
TO MJDoole:
CO/XO: I recommend extreme caution...Wait...What's this?
 
TO MJDoole:
::reading:
 
TO MJDoole:
::rereads aloud:: ALL: "We have returned your Ambassador to you. Do not make the mistake of trying to follow us."
 
CO Martin:
TO: What the hell is that supposed to mean? They think they can just pop out of no where, mess with us, and then run off again? ::dosn't appear to be too amused::
 
TO MJDoole:
CO: I don't rightly know what it means, but again I recommend extreme caution in deciding your next move.
 
CO Martin:
::stands, goes to the Operations console, and hits the comm herself:: COM: Wiesen/Quitrani: Stop messing around with us! I want some answers!
 
Nick:
ACTION: One of the large modules of the station separates from the station
 
TO MJDoole:
::shows look of not being amused by the message either::
 
TO MJDoole:
::raises eyebrow:: ::reads screen aloud:: All: "You have been warned."
 
CMO Burton:
XO: Sir if I am reading this right a module just separated from the station.
 
XO Archen:
::feels the station shudder and hears what sounds like depressurization::
 
Nick:
ACTION: The ships arm weapons
 
TO MJDoole:
CO: Ok. Now I'm getting hacked. I don't like it when my family is threatened. And you know how I can get when it comes to protecting you guys.
 
XO Archen:
ALL: What was that ::looks at the CO and CMO who are at operations::
 
TO MJDoole:
CO/XO: They've armed weapons.
 
TO MJDoole:
ALL: ::reading:: "We regret having to take this course of action."
 
TO MJDoole:
CO/XO: I have a bad feeling about this.
 
Nick:
ACTION: Once the module has drifted a good distance away from the station, the ships open fire upon the module, completely destroying it, then they turn and warp out of the system
 
XO Archen:
:: open mouthed:: ALL: Are they stealing it? CMO: Contact the module and try and get it to require to the station if that fails beam whatever crew are on it back in addition sense a computer lockout command.
 
XO Archen:
CMO: NOO Did you get the crew off ??
 
TO MJDoole:
::reading final message aloud:: " If you follow us, we will have no choice but to destroy whatever ship follows us, and your entire station."
 
Nick:
<<<<END "Fractured">>>>
 

